
Glossary of Terms

Term Definition

Agent based model (ABM) A class of computational models for simulating the actions and interactions of 
autonomous agents in a system, such as a food facility. In an ABM of microbial 
contamination in a food facility, the agents are equipment and workers in the specific 
facility, which interact with each other and with the facility environment. The ABM 
predicts the presence and spread of microbial contaminants in the facility based on the 
simulated facility-specific processes and interactions.  

Antifouling Antifouling is the ability of specifically designed materials and coatings to remove or 
prevent biofouling by any number of organisms on wetted surfaces. Since biofouling can 
occur almost anywhere water is present, biofouling poses risks to a wide variety of 
objects, such as medical devices and membranes, as well as to entire industries such as 
paper manufacturing, food processing, underwater construction, and desalination plants. 

Avirulent Lacking the ability to cause disease.

BHI broth Brain heart infusion (BHI) broth is a general purpose nutrient medium for cultivation and 
isolation of various microoganisms.

Biomarker A biological target than can be used to identify a bacterium or metabolic status. 

Chitosan microparticles Antimicrobial particles between 1 and 1000 μm in size made from treated chitin shells of 
shrimp and other crustaceans.

Classification and Regression
Tree Models

Models that identify hierarchical rules that predict the likelihood that a certain water 
source (at a specified location) will be positive for a given pathogen (e.g., Salmonella, 
STEC). Once rules have been identified, each rule can be visualized individually or 
collectively as a predictive risk map. The rule operates as a scripted map query function 
that identifies spatially explicit areas based on the rule (e.g., proportion of upstream area 
under cultivation). 

Conventional PCR Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a fast technique used to only copy small segments of 
DNA in a sample.

Cryptosporidium A microscopic parasite that causes diarrhea.

Culturable cells Bacterial cells that can grow and form colonies on conventional agar plates.

Cyclospora A one-celled protozoan parasite that causes the intestinal illness cyclosporiasis by 
infecting cells of the intestinal tract.

Environmental monitoring 
program (EMP)

An environmental monitoring program (EMP), involves the systematic sampling of a set 
of both random and targeted sites of environmental locations,  including product contact 
and non-contact surfaces, equipment-internal locations, floor drains, and other diverse 
surfaces and areas of potential entrapment and harborage of pathogens or contaminants 
of concern over a scheduled and reactive timeframe suited to each individual operation.

Escherichia  coli A bacterium commonly found in the intestines of humans and other animals, where it 
usually causes no harm. Some strains can cause severe food poisoning, especially in old 
people and children.
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Furrow irrigation  Furrow irrigation is a type of surface irrigation in which trenches or “furrows” are dug 
between crop rows in a field. Farmers flow water down the furrows (often using only 
gravity) and it seeps vertically and horizontally to refill the soil reservoir. 

Genome equivalent copy A measure of the number of genetic targets in a quantitative assay against a standard 
curve of known target number.

GenomeTrakr network The GenomeTrakr network is the first distributed network of laboratories to utilize whole 
genome sequencing for pathogen identification. It consists of public health and university 
laboratories that collect and share genomic and geographic data from foodborne 
pathogens. The data, which are housed in public databases at the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), can be accessed by researchers and public health 
officials for real-time comparison and analysis that promises to speed foodborne illness 
outbreak investigations and reduce foodborne illnesses and deaths.

Grab sample A single sample of a given volume of water (e.g., 10 L) collected at a specific place at a 
single point in time. Conceptually, a grab sample acts as a snapshot of the microbial 
community in the given waterway at the moment of sample collection. 

GRABIT Grower’s Risk Assessment Biomarkers Investigative Tool

Human norovirus (NoV) Viruses transmitted through the oral-fecal route that are the main causative agent of 
gastroenteritis in the United States.

Immunomagnetic separation A technique with antibody-coated paramagnetic microbeads to capture a target (e.g. 
Listeria ) for enhanced detection. 

Index organism Organisms that are markers whose presence relates to the possible occurrence of 
ecologically similar pathogens. Hence detection of an index organism (e.g., Listeria  spp.) 
would suggest an increased likelihood of presence of a pathogen (in this case Listeria 
monocytogenes ).

Indicator organism Organisms that are markers whose presence relates to the general microbiological 
condition of the food or environment (i.e., hygienic quality). For example, many may 
consider E. coli indictor organisms that can be used to assess the hygienic quality of 
water.

Infiltration vs. internalization Infiltration refers to a passive process whereby microorganisms enter plant tissues, 
usually carried by water. Internalization refers to an active process whereby a 
microorganism enters and becomes established in plant tissues. 

Lettuce extract A preparation derived from the sterile filtrate of a lettuce homogenate.

Listeria monocytogenes A foodborne bacterium capable of causing serious to life threatening disease in humans.

Malla Mallas de sombre are shadehouses for horticutural protected crop production.

Metatranscriptomics The science that studies gene expression of microbes within natural environments. It also 
allows to obtain whole gene expression profiling of complex microbial communities.
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Moore swab Pleated fans made of gauze, which are formed by taking a sheet of gauze and tying it 
together in the middle. Moore swabs are placed in waterways (e.g., irrigation water 
sources) for a given period of time (e.g., 24 h) to capture and absorb bacteria for 
subsequent microbial testing. Conceptually, a Moore swab functions like video by 
capturing any bacteria that flows through the waterway while the swab is deployed.

NCBI BLAST National Center for Biotechnology Information Basic Local Alignment Search Tool. A 
BLAST search enables a researcher to compare DNA and protein sequences to a 
sequence database and identify library sequences that calculates the statistical 
significance of matches.

Next-generation sequencing 
(NGS)

High-throughput sequencing of nucleic acids that allows for the sequencing of millions of 
fragments of DNA in parallel, which greatly decreases the time required for sequencing.

N-halamine An N-halamine compound can be defined as a compound containing one or more 
nitrogen–halogen covalent bonds and that is usually formed by halogenation of imide, 
amide, or amine groups. 

Pathogen Microorganism capable of causing disease.

PCR Polymerase chain reaction to detect the presence of a marker gene within a bacterial 
target. 

Persister breaker An agent or agents that can break the dormant state within E. coli  thereby facilitating 
growth on growth media and increased susceptibility to stress. 

Persister cell A sub-population within a culture that is induced into a state of dormancy despite being 
under conditions that enable growth. Persisters have enhanced tolerance to stress and 
resistance to antibiotic-mediated killing. 

Persister fraction The ratio of persisters present in a bacterial culture relative to non-persister cells. 

Persister inducer An agent or agents that can induce the persister state within E. coli. 

Persister state vs. normal 
state

A bacterial culture consists of a mixture of growing cells, slow-growing cells, tolerant cells 
and cells within a persister state. A persister culture is one whereby only the dormant 
cells can be recovered when the growing cells, slow-growing cells and tolerant cells have 
been inactivated. 

Phenotype Observable characteristics of an individual. Results from the interaction of its inherent 
genetic characteristics with the environment.

Plasma-surface modification
 (PSM)

Plasma-surface modification (PSM) is an economical and effective material processing 
technique to change in continuum the chemical composition and properties such as 
wettability, metal adhesion, dyeability, refractive index, hardness, chemical inertness, 
lubricity, and biocompatibility of the material surfaces.

Probability of detection Probability of detection of fractional positive defects (contamination) in a sample or 
population.  
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Propidium monoazide (PMA) PMA is a photoreactive DNA-binding dye used to prevent PCR amplification of DNA from 
dead cells.

RT-qPCR Reverse transcription real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) is a method used 
for quantification when the starting material is RNA. In this method, RNA is first 
transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) by reverse transcriptase, and then the 
cDNA is used as the template for the qPCR reaction.

Salmonella A bacterium that occurs mainly in the intestine, especially a serotype causing food 
poisoning.

Sanitizer vs. antimicrobial The term sanitizer refers to substances designed for killing microorganisms on surfaces in 
the food processing environment. The generic term antimicrobial refers to any substance 
capable of killing microoganisms.

Shiga toxin-producing
 Escherichia coli (STEC)

A sub-set of E. coli  that harbor the Shiga toxin gene. 

Single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP)

A single difference in a DNA building block, called nucleotide, that can be discovered by 
comparing sequences of genes from different isolates. For example, sequences of 
ACCTGCA and ATCTGCA differ by 1 SNP (nucleotide number 2 which is a C in sequence 1 
and a T in sequence 2).

Strain A bacterial isolate that has been characterized to a point where it can be differentiated 
from another strain. Two isolates represent different strains if they can be differentiated 
by a subtyping methods. “Subtype” and “strain” are often used interchangeably.

Surrogate organism Harmless organisms that have similar resistance properties to pathogenic or spoilage 
organisms and can be used as a substitute in processing environments or under other 
conditions where the target organism should not be introduced. 

Surrogates Avirulent microorganisms that have similar resistance and survival properties to 
pathogens.

Viable but non-culturable
(VBNC)

Refers to bacteria that are in a state of very low metabolic activity and do not divide but 
are alive and have the ability to become culturable once resuscitated.

Viable cells Bacteria that are alive; they may or may not be able to grow and form colonies on 
conventional agar plates.

Virome Collection of all viruses that are found in a sample.

Whole genome sequencing
(WGS)

WGS is the process of determining the complete DNA sequence of an organism's genome 
(genetic material including genes) at a single time.  

Zwitterion A zwitterion, formerly called a dipolar ion, is a molecule with two or more functional 
groups, of which at least one has a positive and one has a negative electrical charge and 
the net charge of the entire molecule is zero.
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